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On Behalf of Our Children:
Wisconsin’s Racial Disparities & the Call of the Gospel
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Wisconsin ranks last among the 50 states in the well-being of African American children. This
study considers issues of racial equity in our state in light of the gospel. Designed to be easily
used in an adult education class, for a mid-week series or half day retreat.
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Loving our Interfaith Neighbors
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This resource leads participants through 6 sessions on the why and how of building new and
deeper relationships with interfaith neighbors, and invites local churches to join with them in
addressing issues of common concern.
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Take a faith perspective on basic questions of charity and justice: Who is hungry in Wisconsin?
What are hunger’s impacts? What can be done about hunger? What does the Bible say about
hunger? What can your church do to help your hungry neighbors?
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Becoming Welcoming Communities
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Explore how the biblical story continually shows God’s concern for the migrant and the outcast,
and reflect on what your community’s next steps might be. Ready for more? We are engaged in a
collaborative effort to address immigration issues, focused on education, advocacy, and building
understanding between older and newer immigrant communities using the tools of our faith.
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For access to these and other resources for starting constructive conversations,
visit www.wichurches.org/programs-and-ministries
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for the unity and renewal of the church and the healing and reconciliation of the world .
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SAVE THE DATE! register at wichurches.org/calendar/event-list
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Annual Meeting | December 4th, 2018
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Join us to build connections, learn about what’s happening in Christian
communities across the state, and address critical needs from a faith
perspective. We’ll worship together, hear from leaders and celebrate too!
This year’s highlights:
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and student leaders from 50 Miles More

 Breakout Sessions on Gun Violence, Racial Justice
and Community
Engagement
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 Business Meeting including welcoming new members
 Installation of Rev. Kerri Parker as Executive Director of WCC
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Jonathan Wilson–Hartgrove is an evangelical Christian who connects with
the broad spiritual tradition and its monastic witnesses. He works closely
with the Rev. William Barber to support the aims of the Poor People’s
Campaign. He speaks often about emerging Christianity to churches and
conferences across the denominational spectrum and has given lectures at
dozens of universities. Join us for a week of presentations on “A Revolution of Values: The Bible, the Poor, and A Moral Imagination for Faith in
Our Common Life”
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 Statewide Youth Forum: Gun Violence & Your Faith — Jan 26, 2019
 Awakening the Advocate & Activist Within — February 23, 2019
 People of Faith United for Justice Advocacy Day — March 2019 (TBA)
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Become a grassroots advocate!
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Visit wichurches.org/advocacy/legislative-alert-center to join our e-advocacy
list. We educate and mobilize grassroots Christians to witness to their faith
in the public square. We help Christians live into their call to do justice
through communication with legislators, regular alerts which equip you to
advocate effectively on current topics, and well-organized advocacy days.
The WCC represents the collective voice of our member denominations.
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One in six children in Wisconsin grows up in poverty. The WCC is part of a
coalition working on a plan to commit our state to cut child poverty and
racial disparities in half in ten years. You can help by endorsing End Child
Poverty and mobilizing your faith communities and other networks to take
on the issue. Visit endchildpovertywi.org for details and to sign on.
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